Principles of

Nationalist Alternative

Preserve true human diversity and difference
True diversity is a world of difference not a globe
of people all with the same religion, same culture,
same political system, same ethnicity, same race
and same ways of living.
In contrast to liberalism’s homogenized world of
fractured cultures and peoples, Nationalist
Alternative advocate a harmonious heterogeneous
world of homogenous peoples, each rooted in their
own culture and soil.
Australians need a nation run by the people for
the people not the current liberal “state”
detached from reality. It is taken as a given that
Tibet has the right to protect its autonomy &
identity both as a ethnic group and culture from
the forced migration of thousands of Han Chinese
into its territory or similarly for Fijians to remain
the majority on their small island. We advocate
the same right for European nations and in our
case Australia.
Rebuild communities
Communal identity is formed by ties of ethnicity,
common ancestry, history, religion, language and
culture.
Today’s society has been fractured by rampant
international capitalism & divisive social
engineering like multiculturalism, which has
fuelled isolation and individualism. People have
been slowly transformed into consumers living
within their 4 walls, coveting possessions over
participation as fellow members of a organic polis.

Neighbourhood interaction, community markets,
volunteering and a renewed sense of local &
national self-esteem via direct democracy initiatives
such as CIR -Citizens Initiated Referendums.
Placing people before the political party machine.
Education— Liberate our children
Celebration not the current teaching of shame and
guilt for Australian/Western culture, heritage and
national achievements will engender a sense of
belonging and shared purpose. An end to
indoctrination and self hate inflicted on our people.
Rejection of Universalism, egalitarianism,
imperialism and championing of true Diversity
Universalism and radical egalitarianism are the
antithesis to diversity and self determination with
its totalitarian & reductionist insistence on reducing
humans to a basic homogenised set of components.
It is a dangerous concept that should be recognised
for its intolerance— all universal creeds hold they
are the one sole source of truth, and hence are also
both totalitarian & imperialistic.
Each universal creed armed with its sense of
superiority seeks to coercively spread its
“truth/dogma” on the world, mentally by shackling
free thought (that which falls outside its defined
spectrum), emotionally (media manipulation to
create desired responses in populations to situations
like guilt for European Identity or fear to justify
invasions) and often physically in the case of US
style military enforced Liberal-Democracy on Iraq.
Universalism replaces the community or tribe with
its unique differences with the abstract ‘Man’ or
‘Citizen’ or ‘Consumer’.

Resist Universal creeds such as
Capitalism, liberalism (political correctness) &
Communism

All three pose as rival choices but all result in the
“universal and homogeneous state “ and subjection
of humanity’s identities to one amorphous mass.

Liberalism is best represented by the liberaldemocratic state existing in most western nations
today. A system of authoritarian multiculturalism,
coercive integrationism and state-managed
“equality”, with the state peering into every corner
of society to make that no one is ever
discriminated against.
It presents as a false dichotomy of choice:that of
Labour/Democrat (left liberal) or Liberal / Republican (right liberal or neo-con) essentially the same
individualist internationalists.
Both push one world and no borders whether for
‘humanist’ or ‘economic’ reasons. It is no surprise
that the big business ‘50million people by 2050’
plan for Australia sits just fine with far left and
refugee groups who advocate abolition of borders.
Socially its creed is secular humanism with its intolerance of anyone who questions the logic of it’s
social engineering (political correctness),
enforcement of its views through a growing police
statism (anti free speech legislation) and
emphasis on hyper individualism, the absolute
pursuit of self interest over a shared cultural identity and societal responsibility.
Characterised, economically by its devotion to the
market, privatisation and laisezz faire principles.
Delayed Gratification for future generations
Nationalist Alternative upholds the principle that
“A society grows great when old men plant trees
whose shade they know they shall never sit in”
To this end, we reject only living in the present &
worship of hedonism/personal pleasure as ends in
themselves and posit that sustainability of
bio–diversity whether animal, plant or human
requires protection and preservation of
environmental, ethnic & cultural diversity now.

Culture over Commerce - The Economy
“The economy is not an end in itself. It is an
element in the life of societies, among the
principal ones but only one element”
Nationalist Alternative does not oppose free
enterprise, only a dog-eat-dog international
capitalism “unaccountable to anything other than
the bottom line.”
Unbridled free market zealots have sought to
replace traditional forms of social organisation like
family, tribe & ethnicity with economically rational
robots based on function and efficiency alone
As recent world events have displayed, free
market fundamentalism with its policies of little to
no government intervention and self-regulating
markets guided by the “invisible hand” has sorely
failed Australia and the world.
Arrogant free market governments are now being
forced to nationalise their financial institutions to
attempt to save economic liberalism whilst in the
process socialising their losses to society.
“I would like to see a society with a market,
but not a market society.”
Against both the liberal creed of laissez-faire and
the left’s hyper egalitarian statist concept,
Nationalist Alternative favours an organic
economic system in which market activity is
geared to the general well being.
For this reason we advocate a recontextualization”
of the economy within “life, society, politics, and
ethics” in order to make it a means rather than
simply an ends.
The economy must be subjected to the political
will not unchecked deregulation. Hence it’s
usefulness correlates with its utilisation. Utilised as
a tool for elevating the quality of the people,
sustaining innovation and creativity.

Globalization is genocide

Protect Australian Identity

Pan Nationalism vs Global Imperialism

The primary aim of Nationalist Alternative is to
reaffirm Australian cultural and national identity
and restore the sovereignty and independence of
the Australian nation.

Nationalism remains one of the least understood
political systems on earth. As the system that
historically succeeded it, the nation-state or more
accurately the political/economic state, shows its
long term instability as evidenced by global climate
change, pollution, the financial failure of neoliberalism, continuing interventionist wars, lack of
culture and internal decay, more people are
exploring other forms of government including
nationalism.
In a world where human thoughtlessness in the
name of enhancing personal wealth is ruining our
environment and turning our lives into passages
between grey concrete tunnels to fulfil ultimately
meaningless tasks, nationalism is a re-assertion of
the organic bond between individual and society.
By placing culture before commerce, nationalism
advocates a more meaningful daily life. It ends the
bad judgment and ugly cities justified by someone
somewhere being willing to buy something, regardless of its eventual utility or indirect, socialized
costs.

Australia like all of Europe and European
populated nations such as America, Canada, NZ
are at a crossroads. Demographic change via low
European birth-rate and immigration threatens to
diminish, marginalise and thereafter eliminate
people of Australian descent’s culture, traditions,
ethnicity and identity.
Resist Cultural Imperialism :
Globalisation reduces every individual to the level
of a identity-less worker-consumer drone faithfully
practicing the religion of the credit card and
reciting the catechism of political correctness.
It prefers humans all think, look and act more or
less the same, mere consumers of products living
in economic sectors.
FIGHT with NATIONALIST ALTERNATIVE to restore self
esteem and guarantee a future for the Australian nation
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